Notebook Forty-Six (1953-56). Radio and television broadcast scripts, with some reference material. Contents: "The 83rd Congress" (1/7/53); "The Wilson Confirmation" (1/31/53); "Government Reorganization" (February 1953); "Voice of America" (2/16/53); "The Korean Ulcer"; "The Commodity Credit Corporation" (7/11/53); "The Farm Problem Comes Back to Life"; "Treaty Law" (2/23/53); "The Yalta Issue is Back" (3/2/53); "Alien Property" (3/9/53); "The Problem of Civil Service" and "The New Department of Government" (3/28/53); "McCarran-Walter Act Operations" (4/13/53); "Report on First Ninety Days" (4/19/53); "The Tidelands Controversy" (4/25/53); "The Cold War on the Senate Front" (5/2/53); "What About Lobbies?" (5/9/53); untitled remarks about NATO (5/16/53); "The Salary Bill"; "S. 1917"; "Point Four"; "Senate and U.N."; "What's Wrong with the Post Office?"; "Background on Korea" (6/21/53); "IndoChina: Land on Other Side of the Globe"; "July 4, 1953: World Significance of Our Birthday"; untitled, taxes; "Formosa"; "Appraisal of the Past, Present, Future" (1/17/54); "The Bricker Resolution" (1/25/54); "The Problem of Civil Rights"; "Congressional and Judicial Salaries" (1/31/54); "The Right to Vote at Age 18" and "The Federal Budget" (2/6/54); "The Farm Program" (2/13/54); "The War in Indo-China" (2/20/54); "An Indo-China of Our Own--Guatemala" (2/27/54); "The Ides of March--Taxes" (3/15/54); "Why Members are Absent from Committees" (3/22/54); "Chavez-Hurley Election Contest" (3/29/54); "A Limitation on Federal Taxation"; "The McCarthy Controversy" (4/2/54); "Foreign Economic Policy" (4/17/54); "The Sugar Bowl" (4/24/54); "The Reed-Dirksen Resolution" (4/31/54); "Complexities of the Diversion Issue" (5/6/54); "The Army-McCarthy Controversy" (5/14/54); "The Fireworks Bill" and "Segregation and the Court Decision" (5/23/54); "The Problem of Mental Health" (5/30/54); "Health Re-Insurance Plan" (6/6/54); "A Visitor from Japan" (6/13/54); "Congress versus the Executive" (6/20/54); "A Man Named Zemurray" (6/27/54); "What Do People Write About?"; "Whittling in the Field of Foreign Relations" (7/18/54); "The Wiretapping Bill" and "Senate's Most Controversial Committee" (7/25/54); "Tribute to a Friend--Bob Taft" (7/31/54); "Stampede and Frustration" (8/13/54); "The 84th Congress" (1/9/55); "The State of the Union" (1/9/55); "The Dixon-Yates Controversy" (1/15/55); "Nominations" (1/22/55); "Congressional Investigations" (1/29/55); "Background on Formosa" (2/5/55); "Recognition of Red China" (2/12/55); "The People Who Work For You" (2/19/55); "Reciprocal Trade Agreements" (2/26/55); "Nomination of John Marshall Harlan" (3/4/55); "Twenty Dollar Reduction Brings a Dilemma" (3/12/55); "The Pacific Again Highlights the U.N." (3/19/55); "The Foreign Aid Program" (3/26/55); "The Yalta Story" (4/2/55); "First 90 Days of the 84th" (4/9/55); "Edwin Corsi and the Problem" (4/16/55); "The Natural Gas Problem" (4/23/55); "The Austrian Treaty" (4/30/55); "Blueprint of Foreign Aid" (5/28/55); "Government in Business" (6/5/55); announces foreign trip (6/12/55); "Preliminary Report on Return" (7/18/55); "The Refugee Problem" (7/25/55); "Summit Look at Foreign Aid" (7/31/55); "The Nation's Capitol"; "The New Congress" (1956); "The Farm Problem" (1/14/56); "Reduce the Debt" (1/21/56); "The Visa Business" (1/22/56); "The Budget" (1/28/56);